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The strong and effective stewardship and leadership of the Board of Trustees and the 

President of the American University of Beirut has brought to the AUB renewed vision, 

mission, financial stability, improved physical and information infrastructure, and 

enhanced management capabilities. The possible institutional commitment to a new 

system of faculty appointments addressed in this report must be considered in the context 

of these advances and forward vision. 
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A primary sign of a great faculty is that it strives to have the accomplishments and 

distinction of successive generations exceed those of the current generation. 
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BACKGROUND, METHODOLOGY, AND SCOPE 

 

Background 

 

The American University of Beirut (AUB), founded in the mid 19
th

 century by American 

Christian missionaries became the leading university in the Middle East, with particular 

emphasis on the liberal arts and Medicine. It is a private university with a distinguished 

board of trustees that is active and supportive of the institution.  In many ways the AUB 

today is an amalgam of an American liberal arts college with Faculties in medicine, 

nursing, engineering and agriculture and food science that would be found in U.S. Land 

Grant institutions.  Recently Business became an independent Faculty within the AUB.   

 

The word “American” in its name refers primarily to the American style of higher 

education.  However, it also is literally an American university, chartered in New York 

State and accredited by the Middle States Association of Colleges and Schools.  In most 

dimensions it is bound by U.S. laws, and follows U.S. academic traditions, and policies.  

Its retirement plan utilized TIAA-CREF, until a recent decision by that organization 

made its services unavailable to institutions outside the United States.  

 

Unfortunately, the AUB has been strongly impacted by war and political instability, 

starting with the Lebanese Civil War in 1975.  Despite this unfortunate and tumultuous 

period, the AUB remained open throughout, and continued in many ways to serve as an 

exemplar of achievement, high purpose, and promise in Lebanon and more generally 

throughout the Middle East.  One of the most striking changes wrought by this period is 

that AUB’s student body, which prior to 1975 was approximately 50 percent Lebanese 

with the other 50 percent being broadly representative of the Middle East, Gulf and 

Mediterranean region, today’s graduates are about 81 percent Lebanese and 11percent 

from other Arab countries.  

 

The professorial faculty members of the AUB can be considered to consist of three 

categories.  The first is the remaining small group of professors who served the institution 

before and during the civil war.  The second group is comprised of associate and full 

professors, most of whom have been AUB faculty members for more than six or seven 

years.  The third group is the assistant professors.  Some broad characteristics of each of 

these groups derive from the specific academic and political environment in which their 

careers developed, or are developing.  Many of today’s AUB professors are expatriates, 

especially from North America or the UK, who have family ties to Lebanon. 
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During the last two decades committed leadership and generosity by the Board of 

Trustees has re-established a reasonably firm financial base for the university, brought a 

strong and effective president, and generally returned hope and future-orientation to the 

AUB.  It is my observation that during the presidency of John Waterbury the AUB has 

advanced very substantially in terms of its physical campus, academic standards, and 

faculty quality.  Nonetheless, and certainly understandably, there are many continuing 

challenges to the AUB’s ability to fulfill its vision and stated mission. 

 

One of these challenges is to resolve a long-standing debate about the nature of faculty 

appointments at the AUB, including a determination of whether the existing system of 

long-term appointments and periodic performance reviews should be clarified and 

refined, or whether a tenure system should be re-introduced.  The AUB Board of Trustees 

and President Waterbury provided me with an opportunity to conduct a dialog with 

faculty, administrators, and the trustees on this matter and to form a personal assessment.  

I am grateful for this opportunity and for the courtesy and facilitation of this work. 

 

Methodology and Scope 

 

On March 16, 2006 I met in New York City with the Academic Affairs Committee, and 

some other members of the AUB Board of Trustees and senior administration to gain 

orientation on the issues I was asked to explore. 

 

I was in Beirut for four full days and nights, April 17 through April 20, 2006.  Three of 

those days, including evenings, were fully devoted to discussions with AUB faculty and 

administrators.  During this period I interviewed or met in groups with approximately 100 

individuals.  In addition, I was provided with considerable written material relevant to the 

task.   

 

This has enabled me to form some thoughts about the context of AUB faculty 

appointment policies, and to suggest possible paths forward. I have attempted to 

differentiate considerations that are more or less those that would exist at most American 

universities from those that are in some way specific to the AUB institutional and 

historical context. My thoughts and observations in the latter regard are undoubtedly far 

more broad than deep.  In what follows my primary objective is to address the issue of 

tenure and/or long-term appointments at AUB.  I have taken the liberty of presenting a 

few observations and opinions that may only indirectly impinge on faculty appointment 

policies. 

 

 

BACKGROUND: TENURE IN U.S. UNIVERSITIES 

 

How the Tenure System Operates 

 

The vast majority of U.S. universities, both private and public, have firmly established 

policies of academic tenure.  The system of tenure was initially established to provide 

academic freedom for faculty, i.e. to provide protection against political interference with 
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their employment if they stated unpopular or controversial views.  This remains an 

important element and rationale of academic tenure in American higher education today.   

 

Over time, however, tenure has taken on additional, very significant purposes.  The 

university tenure system is considered by most professors and academic administrators to 

provide for: 

 

1. Protection against political or administrative interference against faculty who 

espouse unpopular views; 

2. Rigorous standards for and evaluation of the academic accomplishment of each 

professor to whom an offer of tenure is extended; and 

3. A pact between a university and a professor that provides for indefinite job 

security in exchange for proven academic accomplishment and demonstrated 

commitment to the purposes of the university. 

 

Had these factors been enumerated before 1986 the last sentence above would have 

referred to “long term job security,” rather than “indefinite job security.”  This is because 

prior to 1986 the Age Discrimination in Employment Act had exempted tenured college 

and university professors from the Act’s bar against mandatory retirement ages and 

permitted a mandatory retirement age of 70 for them.  In 1986 U.S. Congress amended 

this act to remove this exemption and stipulated that after 1993 U.S. colleges and 

universities could not have mandatory retirement ages for tenured faculty
1
.  Prior to 1993 

most colleges and universities had mandatory retirement ages of 65 or 70.  The tenure 

system has always been a subject of controversy in some quarters, but the combination of 

tenure and no mandatory retirement age has deepened that controversy. 

 

Nearly all U.S. universities have tenure policies that adhere to the Tenure Guidelines of 

the American Association of University Professors (AAUP).  It is my understanding that 

the core of these guidelines has essentially the force of case law in most circumstances.  

The AAUP guidelines stipulate that a faculty member on the “tenure track” must either 

be granted tenure by the end of his or her eighth year of faculty employment or else be 

terminated as a professor.   

 

In addition to this policy environment, it is important to understand that the tenure system 

is deeply embedded in the culture of U.S. academia.  Beyond its practical ramifications, 

most professors consider that achieving tenure is a fundamentally important milestone 

and recognition of professional achievement and status as well as a welcoming into full 

partnership in anticipation of a productive career.   Perhaps its closest analog is becoming 

                                                 
1
 The 1986 amended act specified that the National Academy of Sciences should prepare 

a study of the effects of such a change on colleges and universities.  The Academy did so 

and concluded that “At most colleges and universities few tenured faculty would continue 

working past age 70 if mandatory retirement is eliminated” but that “at some research 

universities, a high proportion of faculty would chose to work past age 70 if mandatory 

retirement is eliminated” and these research universities would be “likely to suffer some 

adverse effects.” 
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a partner in a law firm, or certain other professional organizations.  But its significance is 

deepened by the fact that most, though not all, professors commit themselves to a career 

that pays lower salaries than they likely would command in other venues, and that many 

commit themselves to scholarly and research careers that require long years of work and 

exploration whose end results cannot be clearly predicted in advance.  Finally, tenure is 

simply part of what defines the societal uniqueness of academia. 

 

A small number of U.S. colleges do not grant tenure.  To the best of my knowledge there 

are no PhD granting research universities in the U.S. that do not have tenure systems, but 

I have not researched this thoroughly. 

 

Interestingly, I was able to review data from one U.S. institution that is comparable in 

many dimensions to the AUB.  The tenure system was eliminated for more than 15 years 

in two Faculties of this institution, but retained in the other Faculties.  The turnover rate 

of professors in the tenure-granting units proved to be substantially greater than in the 

units that eliminated tenure. 

 

Although details vary somewhat among institutions, the broad outline of the practical 

application of the tenure system at leading public or private research universities in the 

U.S. can be summarized as follows: 

 

1. Most faculty members are hired as untenured assistant professors upon 

completion of their doctoral degree, or, especially in the sciences, following a 

successful experience as a postdoctoral fellow or scholar.  The new assistant 

professor, said to be “on the tenure track,” understands that his or her academic 

performance will be rigorously evaluated at various stages, and that by the end of 

his or her seventh year of employment the institution will decide whether to 

extend an offer of tenure. 

2. In most instances, the new assistant professor can be given reasonable assurance 

that the primary determining factor in an offer of tenure will be the quality and 

impact of his or her work and the academic fit to the institution, but will not be in 

the context of a competition among several candidates for a fixed number of 

available tenured positions. 

3. Advancement to the rank of associate or full professor may or may not be 

contemporaneous with a tenure decision, depending on the traditions and policies 

of each institution. 

4. Assistant professors are reviewed in detail by the end of their third year.  The 

primary purpose of this review should be to give objective feedback to the faculty 

member about whether he or she is progressing well toward tenure, and if not 

what needs to be improved or demonstrated.  Not infrequently, the candidate may 

be told at this point that they should consider other career options, because tenure 

does not appear likely. 

5. Typically only 30-50 percent of assistant professors entering a faculty ultimately 

achieve tenure at that institution.  Most frequently they leave as a result of counsel 

by senior colleagues, self determination that the career fit is not the right one, or 
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because they find another career option more attractive, rather than by virtue of 

the formal review and decision of the university not to tenure them. 

6. The tenure review of faculty members is based on a case book that includes a 

highly specific account of accomplishment in teaching, research or scholarship, 

and service to the institution and profession; the candidate’s statement of goals 

and accomplishments; and a set of letters from experts around the world 

evaluating the quality, productivity, and impact of the candidate’s work and 

publications.  These external letters are generally considered to be the most 

important element of evaluation. 

7. Professors who do not attain tenure at leading U.S. universities usually find other 

attractive academic or non-academic positions with relative ease.  Nonetheless, 

because it is a judgment of peers, an actual negative decision in a tenure review is 

usually a traumatic and emotional experience in the near term. 

8. Formal post-tenure review of professors is not common in U.S. universities, but 

the establishment of such reviews is a frequent topic of discussion today.   

9. At most universities considerable effort goes into the annual review of each 

faculty member for merit-based salary increases.  A good department head 

explains each year to each faculty member the rationale for the magnitude or even 

absence of his or her merit increase.  Over time the relation between a professor’s 

compensation and the quality of his or her performance and also market forces 

can be substantial. 

10. It is true that some professors become less productive and creative as their age 

advances, but this is to some extent field dependent, and almost all faculty 

members at leading institutions continue to be prolific and creative throughout 

their careers.  I can cite many MIT professors who have dramatically changed 

their research and teaching into new directions during their careers. 

11. When faculty retire from a tenured position at major research universities they 

usually have mechanisms by which they can continue teaching and research at 

comfortable and productive levels with titles such as senior lecturer, research 

scientist, or sometimes retaining their professorial title though not their tenure.  In 

many outstanding departments, it is the pressure and expectation of their peers 

and their own values that may move a senior professor to give up his or her 

tenured position to make room for new young faculty.  Usually, there can be some 

negotiation leading to modest adjustment in retirement income or a period of 

phasing out for senior professors retiring from a tenured position.  Such 

retirement incentives are legal under U.S. law subject to modest restrictions. 

12. A tenured faculty member’s appointment can be terminated on the basis of factors 

such as gross failure to perform his or her duties, professional incompetence, 

moral turpitude, or conviction for a felony.  Tenure technically guarantees an 

appointment and title, but not necessarily a salary.  Tenure can be revoked if one’s 

department is abolished for legitimate reasons.  In all such cases, lengthy and 

cumbersome processes must be followed.  Across the U.S. only a handful of 

tenured faculty members are terminated for cause in a given year. 

 

Criticisms of the Tenure System 
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Especially in the commercial sector, but also among some trustees and academics, tenure 

has come under particular criticism in the last two decades.  The dominant concerns have 

to do with the ramifications of real or perceived lack of accountability, and are clearly 

exacerbated by the U.S. law abolishing mandatory retirement ages for professors.  The 

primary criticisms are: 

 

1. In business, managers continuously evaluate the work performance of employees, 

and they are fired, demoted or reassigned if their performance is not sufficient or 

becomes irrelevant in a changed business setting;  

2. Performance in business settings is generally tracked by quantitative metrics of 

business performance, but academia generally does not have such criteria; and  

3. Many assume that professors are likely to contribute less effectively to the 

purposes of the university, or simply relax their efforts once tenured, or as they 

age, but the university cannot fire them. 

 

The basic belief of most critics of the tenure system is that if universities did not have to 

contend with tenure, they could be more efficient, cost-effective, intellectually dynamic, 

and accountable to their various constituencies. 

 

Personal Comment on Tenure 

 

In my view the great value of forcing very rigorous review and decisions when granting 

tenure far outweighs any downsides of tenure at later career stages.  In a first rate 

university, peer pressure, professional expectations, competition, and academic pride are 

the dominant drivers of excellence and productivity.  If an academic culture does not 

develop that is very serious about the review process, however, the system could be much 

less effective.  In a healthy academic culture, most of the hard decisions are made at the 

departmental or Faculty level, and deans, provosts, and presidents primarily work to 

ensure that tenure standards are reasonable uniform across departments, and make 

occasional difficult or complicated decisions that have not been appropriately addressed 

at the departmental level. 

 

 

BACKGROUND: CONTEXT AND PRACTICE FOR AUB FACULTY 

APPOINTMENTS 

 

Prior to the 1975 civil war, the American University of Beirut had a system of tenure that 

consistent with U.S. practice.  In 1974 the AUB Board of Trustees adopted a resolution 

suspending the tenure system.  This appears to have reflected deep concerns regarding 

liability, in the face of structural financial problems, including reductions of support from 

U.S.A.I.D., exacerbated by political instabilities that proved to be the lead-up to the civil 

war.  A small number of those granted tenure prior to 1974 remain as AUB professors 

today.  They were “grandfathered” at the time the tenure system was changed to one 

based on appointments with finite terms. All other full-time faculty members currently 

are appointed under the newer system. 
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The current system of fixed-term appointments can be summarized as follows: 

 

1. New assistant professors at AUB are normally appointed for a period of up to 

three years.  At the third year they can be reappointed for up to three additional 

years.  By the end of their sixth year they must either be appointed to the rank of 

associate professor, or else their seventh year of appointment will be terminal. 

2. In some cases, following a terminal appointment as an assistant professor, the 

individual can be subsequently appointed one year at a time as a lecturer or senior 

lecturer.  

3. Both reappointment as an assistant professor after three years, and appointment as 

an associate professor are to be based on a rigorous evaluation of performance 

and scholarly output, including the use of internationally recognized external 

evaluators, as in the U.S. tenure track system. 

4. The performance of associate professors and full professors is formally reviewed 

every three years, and most are employed under three-year contracts. 

5. A faculty member must apply in writing to be considered for any reappointment 

or advancement in rank. 

6. Reappointment decisions are based on performance in research, teaching and 

service, as well as on the state of the faculty member’s health insofar as it relates 

to the effective conduct of his or her duties.  The criteria are spelled out in 

considerable detail in writing. 

7. The advisory committee that is elected to serve as the primary evaluation body in 

each promotion case includes a Due Processor Monitor (DPM) selected from a 

Faculty other than the one to which the candidate belongs.  The DPM serves as a 

non-voting member of the committee and has a duty to report directly to the 

President any procedural or discriminatory irregularities he or she observes. 

8. Some outstanding faculty members of the rank of associate professor or full 

professor have long-term contracts, usually of seven years duration. Provost 

Heath indicates that fewer than five percent of faculty members receive long-term 

contracts.  Some of these long-term appointments are offered very selectively on 

the basis of evaluation of unusual research productivity and merit at the time of 

promotion to a new rank.  In addition, long-term appointments have been offered 

in order to recruit professors who already had tenure in U.S. institutions or to 

recruit medical faculty whose move to Beirut entailed building new clinical 

practices in addition to their direct academic duties. 

 

Two elements peculiar to the AUB have substantial importance in weighing options for 

future refinement of the appointment system or establishment of tenure: 

 

1. Prior to 1994, the AUB had a mandatory retirement age of 65.  As noted above, 

however, U.S. law today dictates that there can be no mandatory retirement age 

for professors in U.S. colleges and universities.  This stricture was adopted in 

1993 as an amendment to the Age Discrimination in Employment Act (ADEA) of 

1967.   On the other hand, in 1993 – and now – a mandatory retirement age for 

Lebanese citizens teaching at the AUB was legal under Lebanese law.  The AUB 

Board of Trustees could have left the existing mandatory retirement age in place 
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for its Lebanese-citizen professors; however, U.S. citizens employed by the AUB 

to teach in Lebanon are subject to the ADEA.  Therefore the trustees had to 

eliminate a mandatory retirement age for it American expatriate professors.  In 

order to treat faculty members who were U.S. citizens and those who were 

citizens of Lebanon or other countries consistently, the AUB Board of Trustees 

eliminated the mandatory retirement age for all AUB professors.  

 

2. AUB has two retirement plans.  Plan “A” applies to U.S. citizens and resident 

aliens employed by AUB.  Plan “B” applies to non-U.S. citizens and resident 

aliens employed by AUB.  They differ in detail, and the latter is designed to 

conform to Lebanese law.  For many years the retirement plan was implemented 

by contract with TIAA-CREF, which is the most common practice among U.S. 

colleges and universities.  As noted above, TIAA-CREF recently decided not to 

provide retirement plans for universities outside the U.S.  Consequently, AUB has 

established new pension plans by contracting with Vanguard.  

 

Employees covered by either of the two plans contribute 5 percent of their salary 

annually.  For U.S. citizens and resident aliens covered by Plan “A,” AUB 

contributes an amount equal to 10 percent of salary and also pays into U.S. Social 

Security.  For Lebanese and other citizens covered by Plan “B,” AUB contributes 

12.5 percent of salary. 

 

Both plans are defined contribution plans, and upon retirement, an employee 

receives the accumulated benefit as a lump sum.  If this sum were converted to an 

annuity, it would provide, under both plans, an annual income of the order of 65 

percent of the individual’s final salary if he or she retired at age 65.  I emphasize 

that this is an approximate and typical figure only 

 

A consulting firm was recently retained to evaluate the competitiveness of Plans 

“A” and “B” and to consider their harmonization. 

 

OBSERVATIONS AND OPINIONS 

 

In this section I offer a number of comments on what I have heard, read, and thought 

about during and after my visit to the AUB.  I have attempted to distinguish between 

more-or-less objective observations and personal opinions.  In both cases what I report is 

of necessity somewhat impressionistic.   

 

The opportunity afforded me by the AUB Board of Trustees has led me to listen, observe, 

and reflect on a number of matters that do not strictly pertain to questions regarding 

tenure or long-term appointments.  Nonetheless, I think they have relevance in terms of 

context and strategy, so I have included them here 
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OPINION 

All major decision regarding AUB’s future should be judged by asking two questions: 

1. Will this enhance the excellence of AUB? 

2. Will this increase AUB’s ability to serve not only Lebanon, but the greater region 

as well? 

 

OPINION 

AUB’s strategy should recognize changes within the region, and aim for unique 

strengths.  This is clearly important as the university pursues the establishment of a 

modest number of PhD programs.  It is also important as it seeks an appropriate balance 

between the liberal arts and professional Faculties.  The AUB cannot and should not 

return to the days in which it was essentially a New England style liberal arts college.  To 

serve Lebanon and the region it needs strong, progressive, and innovative science, 

engineering, and business Faculties, and its excellence in Medicine must be retained. 

 

Having said this, I believe that most Middle Eastern and Asian nations that today are 

building capacity in higher education are taking overly utilitarian views of advanced 

education.  The AUB should carefully maintain and enhance its excellence in the 

humanities and social sciences, certainly including areas such as Arabic studies for which 

it is uniquely or nearly uniquely situated.  It should be a true but modern university. 

 

OPINION 

Despite increasing nationalism and other fractionating forces in the region, it seems to me 

that a modest part of the vast sums of money that are being aimed at building new 

national universities and importing professional components of U.S. universities should 

be aimed at creating a few world-class private university to serve the region.  The AUB 

would be an obvious candidate to serve this purpose.  It may be overly idealistic in these 

complicated times, but I hope that philanthropists or even governments in the Arab world 

might be approached to strengthen the financial base of AUB and enhance its role 

throughout the region. 

 

OBSERVATION 

The spirit of idealism and optimism among the faculty did not appear to be as high as is 

desirable given the unique role that AUB can play in the Arab world and the Middle East.  

The concept of AUB as a beacon of learning, hope, and empowerment in this region is 

compelling, and I anticipated hearing it articulated more directly by faculty.  This 

observation is made with some hesitation because I know that I met with mostly self-

selected groups of professors, and that they were there primarily to address a contentious 

issue that directly affects their personal careers.  I got more of the idealistic tone I had 

anticipated when talking with those with administrative responsibilities. 
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OBSERVATION 

I did not hear as much comment as I anticipated regarding the remarkably rapid progress 

that has been made by AUB during the last decade or so.  The financial footing, the 

physical campus, the quality of faculty appointments, and the preparation to introduce 

doctoral degrees strike me as a very impressive, though not yet complete renaissance.   

 

OBSERVATION 

There is too much mistrust of the Administration.  The sense that the faculty has no voice 

or role in decisions is too strong.  Some of this tone is to be expected in any candid 

discussion with faculty about matters like appointment and tenure, but the “we and they” 

perspective seemed too prevalent – a sense that the administration doesn’t “trust” the 

faculty.  Having said this, I make three associated points: 

1. Negative comments about the senior administration were almost never 

personified.   

2. Few specific examples were cited to justify this mistrust, and those that were cited 

mostly seemed to portray a sense that all the important decisions are made too 

high in the administration. 

3. When focused, negative comments seemed largely to stem from a perceived 

opacity in decision-making. 

 

OBSERVATION 

A more extreme, but unfortunately frequently stated version of faculty mistrust of the 

administration is that AUB has developed a “culture of intimidation.”  This is well known 

to the administration. The more I listened to this, the more it seemed to me to be the 

result of uncollegial behavior at various levels in the university - spreading innuendo that 

some more senior colleague, dean or department head would oppose the advancement of 

young professors if they expressed certain views.   

 

OBSERVATION 

Many younger faculty, especially in the sciences and engineering, indicated that large 

teaching responsibilities and lower financial resources and infrastructure for their 

research relative to strong U.S. research universities inhibits their ability to produce well 

by international standards. 

 

OBSERVATION 

It is clear that in some instances, some faculty members have not maintained appropriate 

levels of confidentiality of reappointment reviews.  Some junior faculty have been told 

bits and pieces of what has been said about them, what committees decided, how 

individuals have voted, what was overruled, etc.  I could not tell how pervasive this is, 

but it was clearly present to some extent. 

 

OBSERVATION 

I sensed around the edges of conversations that various complex cultural and ethnic 

networks are at play.  This is not surprising in the complicated society of Lebanon.  I was 

not able to form any sense of the extent or strength of these forces in university affairs, 

but allusions were there. 
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OBSERVATION 

Many junior and mid-career professors did not think that objective career counseling was 

present in the feedback from their reappointment reviews during the third year. 

 

OBSERVATION 

Two critical factors affect both faculty thinking about tenure, and the reality of the 

context in which it would operate vis a vis the U.S.: 

1. Most professors in Lebanon are far less mobile than their counterparts in the 

United States.  Lebanon is a small nation and there are few other universities of 

stature to which a scholar may go if not reappointed at AUB.  The same situation 

pertains to senior faculty members who might otherwise seek a change of venue 

toward the end of their career.  This is exacerbated by the political tensions 

among nations in the region, although younger faculty may be prepared to move 

to institutions in other countries.  The younger U.S. and European expatriates also 

worry that because they work with fewer academic and financial resources at 

AUB than they would at a major U.S. or European research university, they may 

not generate the body of accomplishment necessary for appointment at a good 

U.S. or European university. 

2. Many senior professors perceive that they do not have the option of retiring from 

their professorial posts because the AUB retirement plan will not provide 

sufficient income for them and their families to live in reasonable comfort.  I do 

not have sufficient knowledge to evaluate this claim, but the perception, if not the 

reality, is a major factor for institutional decisions about tenure or long-term 

appointments. 

 

OBSERVATION 

Many professors at every stage of their career are concerned that cyclic performance 

reviews drive them to work on smaller, more predictable, short-time-frame scholarship 

and research.  They are concerned that they become intellectually risk averse and forego 

posing deep scholarly and research questions. 

 

OBSERVATION 

There is recognition that it is very difficult to make hard decisions regarding 

reappointment within small departments.  In a department consisting of only a few people 

the human tendency to postpone or avoid negative decisions, or even straightforward 

career counseling, regarding one’s friend and colleague can dominate.   

 

OBSERVATION 

It is unfortunate that rehiring faculty members who have not been reappointed to a 

professorial rank as senior lecturers is commonly referred to as “demotion.”  While 

understandable, this vernacular is charged with negative emotion.  Similar 

reappointments occasionally are made in U.S. universities, but because of the more 

limited mobility in Lebanon, they are probably more common at AUB. 
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OBSERVATION 

Many professors believe that major institutional decisions about whether to reintroduce a 

tenure system or to refine the appointment system have been pending too long.  It is clear 

that it is the source of considerable angst. 

 

OBSERVATION 

From an administrative and financial perspective, AUB currently has a de facto tenure 

system.  The bases for this statement are: 

1. The procedural norm of rigorous reappointment reviews of junior faculty in their 

third and sixth years with the requirement that by the end of their seventh year 

they must either be promoted to associate professor or terminated from further 

professorial appointment is consistent with U.S. tenure system procedures.  (I 

have not evaluated the rigor of these reviews, but assume them to be serious 

evaluations.) 

2. Senior professors are almost never terminated, despite a continuing cycle of three- 

or seven-year reappointment reviews. 

 

OBSERVATION 

During the period from 1999 to 2005, approximately two thirds of the assistant professors 

requesting promotion to associate professor were promoted.  During this same period, 60 

percent of the associate professors requesting promotion to full professor were promoted. 

 

OBSERVATION 

It is the dominant - though by no means unanimous - view of faculty members that the 

AUB should establish a tenure system equivalent to that implemented in U.S. research 

universities. 

 

OBSERVATION 

In discussions with groups of tenured faculty, assistant professors, and associate and full 

professors on term appointments, as well as in conversations with individual faculty 

members, tenure was clearly associated with quality.  Among these faculty members, the 

dominant rationale for implementing a tenure system appeared to be to enhance the 

quality of AUB faculty.  There is a sense that if a tenure system were installed, “the bar 

would be continuously raised” thereafter.  Indeed, it is my perception that overall, the 

faculty would prioritize the reasons to establish a tenure system in the following order, 

with no. 1 being the highest priority: 

1. Tenure would elevate the quality of AUB faculty by: 

a. Improving the ability to recruit first-rate faculty, especially those from 

outside Lebanon, and 

b. Ramping up the standards internally. 

2. Tenure would provide a new level of professional pride, recognition, and 

acceptance as a pact between the professor and the institution to value, believe in, 

and trust each other. 

3. Tenure would ultimately provide a job security that is especially important 

because of a real or perceived lack of professional mobility. 
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OBSERVATION 

There is some sentiment within the Faculty of Medicine that the nature of their 

responsibilities, especially in the clinical setting, would benefit from a longer pre-tenure 

probationary appointment period than the six-to eight-year period that would be 

appropriate in other Faculties. 

 

 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

The American University of Beirut faces two specific questions regarding its faculty 

appointment policies: 

1. Should it reinstate a tenure system, or should it modify its current system of term 

appointments, possibly with additional emphasis on long-term contracts? 

2. In either case, what would be the appropriate way to transition to the new system? 

 

Primary Recommendations 

 

PRIMARY RECOMMENDATION 

The AUB should settle on a new system and initiate its implementation expeditiously.  

The announcement of a new system should be clear and unambiguous, and the necessary 

transition should be initiated immediately thereafter. 

 

PRIMARY RECOMMENDATION 

I recommend that the AUB establish one of two possible systems – Tenure or Rolling 

Tenure.  They are outlined below, as they would operate after some phase-in period.  My 

strong preference, as detailed in a subsequent primary recommendation, is adoption of a 

system of tenure. 

 

1. A System of Tenure 

a. New assistant professors would be appointed for three years.  A rigorous 

review would be completed by the end of the third year, and the candidate 

would receive straightforward collegial and objective counseling about his 

or her career progress toward tenure.  He or she could be reappointed for 

four additional years. 

b. The department could decide to consider the assistant professor for 

appointment to tenure, in which case a rigorous review must be completed 

by the end of the seventh year
2
.  If the university grants tenure to the 

candidate he or she would become an associate professor with tenure by 

the beginning of the eighth year.  If the candidate is not granted tenure the 

eighth year would be terminal. 

                                                 
2
 In both models described in this recommendation, the pre-tenure (or pre rolling tenure) 

period is extended by one year beyond current AUB practice.  This is in recognition of 

the common faculty concern that teaching commitments and resources constrain their 

productivity in comparison with colleagues at U.S. universities.  The proposed timing is 

consistent with the AAUP Guidelines on Tenure. 
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c. An associate professor with tenure could be considered for promotion to 

full professor at any time that the candidate is deemed to have established 

a body of work and contributions to the mission of the AUB that would 

meet world standards for full professorship in a research university.  

Normally this would not occur until at least seven years in rank as an 

associate professor, but there should be no hard and fast rule for this 

timing.  Some faculty may ultimately retire in the rank of associate 

professor. 

 

2. A System of Rolling Tenure 

a. New assistant professors would be appointed for three years.  A rigorous 

review would be completed by the end of the third year, and the candidate 

would receive straightforward collegial and objective counseling about his 

or her career progress toward rolling tenure.  He or she could be 

reappointed for four additional years. 

b. The department could decide to consider the assistant professor for 

appointment to rolling tenure, in which case a rigorous review must be 

completed by the end of the seventh year.  If the university grants tenure 

to the candidate he or she would become an associate professor with 

rolling tenure by the beginning of the eighth year.  If the candidate is not 

granted rolling tenure the eighth year would be terminal. 

c. Every sixth year following appointment to rolling tenure, faculty members 

would be reviewed for continued appointment to rolling tenure using a 

rigorous process to evaluate his or her body of scholarly work and 

contributions to the mission of the AUB.  There would be only two 

possible outcomes: 

i. Reappointment for another six years
3
; or 

ii. Reappointment for one terminal year. 

d. An associate professor with rolling tenure could be considered for 

promotion to full professor at any time that the candidate is deemed to 

have established a body of work and contributions to the mission of the 

AUB that would meet world standards for full professorship in a research 

university.  This would not necessarily be contemporaneous with a six-

year review.  Normally this would not occur until at least seven years in 

rank, but there should be no hard and fast rule for this timing.  Some 

faculty may ultimately retire in the rank of associate professor. 

 

                                                 
3
 I believe the current three-year review cycle for associate and full professors is too 

frequent.  The time and effort to conduct these reviews might more productively be 

devoted to doing a thorough job at longer intervals. 
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PRIMARY RECOMMENDATION 

I recommend that the AUB adopt and implement a formal and uniform tenure system. 

 

I believe that the tenure system outlined in option no. 1 of the preceding 

recommendation, or one that is similar to it, would serve the AUB well as it strives to 

continuously improve its quality in teaching and research by hiring and retaining 

outstanding faculty, raising standards of performance, and building long-term 

institutional loyalty and cohesion. 

 

As explained elsewhere in this report, I believe it is reasonable to view this as a 

financially prudent action.  It is not without fiscal risk, especially in the complicated 

economic environment of the Middle East, but I suspect that the risk of making no 

fundamental change is greater still. 

 

The second option of establishing a system of rolling tenure is in reality a modest 

modification of the current system.  It would be viewed as such by the AUB faculty and 

by those who are being recruited to join it.  It includes some alterations in length of 

appointments that I think would be improvements, especially for assistant professors.  

But I believe it begs many questions, would not obviously drive quality of performance, 

would only marginally calm faculty concerns, and would be a missed opportunity. 

 

 

Subsidiary Recommendations 

 

RECOMMENDATION 

Small departments should be clustered in academically meaningful groups for certain 

administrative purposes, especially for review of candidates for initial professorial 

appointment and for all reappointments in rank, appointment to tenure (or rolling tenure), 

and promotion in rank. 

 

RECOMMENDATION 

Deans and department heads must work hard and effectively to establish a culture of 

faculty “ownership” of academic standards and promotion processes.  The faculty must 

feel responsible for continually advancing the quality of AUB, recognizing that a primary 

sign of a great faculty is that it strives to have the accomplishments and distinction of 

successive generations exceed those of the current generation. 

 

 

RECOMMENDATION 

The dean of each Faculty should annually meet with the assistant professors in his or her 

school, with no one else in the room.  The purpose would be to candidly respond to 

questions about review and promotion processes, expectations, etc.  This may eliminate 

some confusion or misunderstandings.  Over time it will build common understanding 

and increase trust.  It could also be a vehicle for to keep young faculty from becoming 

fixated on formulaic approaches to what is expected of them.  It also could be helpful in 

promoting a serious commitment to teaching as well as research and scholarship. 
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RECOMMENDATION 

The President, Provost, and Board of Deans collectively should play a very strong 

oversight role in a new system of tenure or rolling tenure.  Their primary role in this 

regard would be to establish appropriately uniform standards across the Faculties, and to 

ensure appropriate fairness to all candidates for promotion and tenure.  This 

recommendation does not imply that this is not the case currently, but rather emphasizes 

how critical this would be if a new system is phased in and standards are rising.  The 

senior administration also would have the responsibility to monitor the financial 

commitments implied by tenure (or rolling tenure) decisions in light of the overall 

financial health of AUB. 

 

ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS AND COMMENTS 

 

What is at stake? 
 

The strong and effective stewardship and leadership of the Board of Trustees and the 

President of the American University of Beirut has brought to the AUB renewed vision, 

mission, financial stability, improved physical and information infrastructure, and 

enhanced management capabilities.  All this effort and commitment is intended to 

support the on-going enhancement of the faculty and student body, including a 

commitment to enhanced professional Faculties such as Business and Engineering, and to 

establishing a modest number of doctoral programs.  The possible institutional 

commitment to a new system of faculty appointments addressed in this report must be 

considered in the context of these advances and forward vision. 

 

The appropriateness of reintroducing tenure, or of establishing an alternative such as 

rolling tenure, and its effectiveness in advancing institutional excellence must be judged 

on cultural and financial grounds, as well as from the perspective of academic standards. 

 

Trustees are charged with the long-term financial wellbeing of the university, and so must 

have intense interest in the economic ramification of any major change.  In my limited 

study, I did not review the finances of AUB, or AUB’s potential for growing its resources 

in sufficient depth to give me absolute confidence in recommending the establishment of 

a tenure system.  However, as noted earlier in this report, the AUB has a de facto system 

of tenure now.  As far as I could discern, few if any senior professors are terminated, and 

the rate at which junior faculty are granted promotion to associate professor and 

continued beyond six years is, if anything, in excess of the rate that would likely develop 

under a tenure system.  Finally, it is my experience in philanthropic fund raising that 

“success breeds success,” i.e. as faculty quality advances, so too does the potential for 

garnering increased resources.  This is also true regarding research and foundation 

funding.  For these reasons, I believe that a tenure system could prudently be established. 

 

Why not pioneer a new non-tenure approach to faculty appointments? 
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When asked to take on this interesting assignment, one of my initial personal reactions 

was that the AUB might be an ideal institution to pioneer a new approach to faculty 

appointments, thereby being in some degree responsive to oft-expressed concerns, 

especially in the business community, about real or perceived negative consequences of 

tenure.  It seemed to me that this would be exciting and challenging.  However, reflecting 

on what I have learned, I do not recommend this.  The goal of whatever change is made 

to the appointment system must be the continual increase in quality of the faculty and its 

commitment to the goals and values of the AUB.  The ability of the AUB to recruit on the 

world stage and to build appealing career opportunities for professors is, in my view, too 

fragile to make such experimentation the most attractive and effective option. 

 

In recent years, AUB’s senior administration has understandably dealt with this fragile 

state by making appropriate exceptions such as occasionally offering long-term 

appointments.  But this is a stopgap measure.  I would prefer to put in place a uniform 

system and build faculty “ownership,” trust, and responsibility, despite the inevitable 

stresses it would occasion in the early years. 

 

What Issues are Unresolved? 

 

The issue of the mobility of faculty who do not achieve tenure remains, but is no different 

than is currently the case for AUB faculty who are not reappointed.  However, by moving 

to a tenure system the AUB would be providing career stability and a hedge against the 

mobility problem for those it values most highly, rather than having it as a continuously 

gnawing issue for them, while implicitly using it as a reason not to make hard decisions 

regarding those whose performance and commitment may be less. 

 

The issue of sufficiency of AUB pensions to provide for a reasonable attractive life after 

retirement would not be strongly affected one way or the other by the establishment of a 

tenure system.  I again would suggest that providing career stability for those the AUB 

most values because of their accomplishment and commitment provides a better path than 

the current system.  I also have full confidence that AUB’s trustees and senior 

administration will continue to maintain and build a humane and generous pension plan, 

benchmarked against comparable institutions, but there are limits to what the institution 

can afford, and there are economic externalities it cannot control. 

 

The plan I recommend does not directly address the desire of the Faculty of Medicine to 

have a longer pre-tenure probationary period than the other AUB Faculties.  I would 

leave this to the considered judgment of the senior administration, but believe that only 

very compelling situations should lead to deviation from a uniform system throughout the 

university. 

 

TRANSITION TO A TENURE SYSTEM 

 

If the AUB decides to establish a tenure system, the matter of how to effect a transition 

will not be simple.  In this section I suggest some specific considerations that a transition 

plan should address.  I also suggest the broad outline of a possible transition plan.  These 
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recommendations are made with the caveat that they will not address all the complexities 

and details that may be understood by the senior administration and trustees but not by 

me. 

 

RECOMMENDATION 

The following should be among the criteria and considerations taken into account when 

establishing a transition plan: 

 

1. Faculty members standing for tenure should have sufficient time to build the 

record of teaching, research and service that comprise the case for their possible 

appointment to tenure.  This statement implies that the standards for a tenured 

appointment may be higher than for reappointment under the current system.  

Indeed it would be absolutely critical to firmly and consistently establish and hold 

to very strong standards throughout the transition period. 

2. No faculty member should be terminated at a time earlier than could be the case 

under the current system. 

3. The commitment of institutional time and effort required to conduct a large 

number of tenure reviews during the transition must be recognized, because it is 

essential that they be done well. 

 

RECOMMENDATION 

The following is a notional framework for transition to a tenure system. 

 

1. There will be no change for those professors who currently have permanent 

tenure. 

2. Those associate and full professors who currently have been given six-year 

appointments could simply be granted tenure.  This recommendation is based on 

my understanding that they have records of accomplishment that meet the 

standards the AUB will expect of faculty granted tenure.  If this is not the case, 

they should be reviewed in the sixth year of their current appointment, so that 

they would either be granted tenure or given a terminal appointment in their 

seventh year.  I believe that all associate and full professors in this category 

should be treated in the same manner, i.e. not decide that some of them be granted 

tenure immediately, and others undergo review.   

3. Those associate and full professors holding three-year appointments when the 

transition begins would be eligible for review for possible tenured appointment at 

the time their next three-year review would occur under the current system.  They 

should be given the choice of being reviewed at that time, or in the third year 

beyond that.  In either case, there would be only one possible review for tenured 

appointment, and the following year would be a terminal year if tenure is not 

granted.  (I recognize that there could be variations of as much as two years in the 

time candidates would have to prepare for review, but I believe the recommended 

approach would be generally fair and likely to be viewed as such by most faculty 

members.) 

4. Assistant professors in their second three-year appointment when the transition 

begins would be eligible for review for possible tenured appointment at the time 
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their next three-year review would occur under the current system. They should 

be given the choice of being reviewed at that time, or in the third year beyond 

that.  If they choose to postpone their tenure review, they would undergo the 

currently normal review in their sixth year, recognizing that one possible outcome 

would be a terminal appointment in their seventh year that would preclude 

subsequent consideration for tenure. 

5. Assistant professors who are in their first, second or third year when the transition 

is initiated would immediately be placed under the new system.  It would be 

understood that their first three-year reviews would involve appropriate 

straightforward collegial and objective counseling about their progress toward 

tenure. 

 

TRANSITION TO A SYSTEM OF ROLLING TENURE 

 

If the AUB decides to establish a system of rolling tenure, the matter of how to effect a 

transition will be sufficiently straightforward that I have not included a proposed plan 

herein. 

 

 

CLOSING COMMENT 

 

The American University of Beirut has a distinguished history.  It has endured through 

turbulent political and financial times, and now it is poised to have a future even brighter 

than its past.  To realize the AUB’s full potential as a modern academic institution and as 

a beacon of learning, hope, and empowerment in Lebanon and the Middle East, the 

President, Trustees, Administration, and Faculty must work hard and effectively with 

mutual trust, common cause and commitment to excellence.  The reasons to do so are 

compelling, but there will continue to be obstacles to overcome.  It is my hope that this 

brief report will be helpful in designing and implementing a revised system of faculty 

appointment that will support the drive for excellence and effectiveness. 


